
SIRC18 Poster Session Scoring - Rubric Student Name: Poster Number: 
 
 Excellent (factor of 1) Good (factor of 0.75) Fair (factor of 0.5) Unsatisfactory (factor of 0.25) Weight Points 
Graphics 
relevance 
and visual 
impact 

All graphics are related to the 
topic, have visual impact and 
appeal, and make it easier to 
understand.  All borrowed 
graphics have source citation. 

All graphics are related to the 
topic, most have visual impact 
and appeal, and make it easier 
to understand.  All borrowed 
graphics have source citation. 

All graphics are related to the 
topic, some have visual 
impact and appeal.  All 
borrowed graphics have 
source citation. 

Not all graphics are related 
to the topic.  All borrowed 
graphics have source 
citation. 

20 
 

Spelling and 
grammar 

No spelling, punctuation, or 
grammar errors. 

1-3 errors in spelling, 
punctuation, or grammar errors. 

4-5 errors in spelling, 
punctuation, or grammar. 

> 5 errors in spelling, 
punctuation, or grammar. 5  

Informational 
content 

Include all required information 
with clear hypothesis and 
scholarly plan. 

Include all required information 
with a hypothesis and scholarly 
plan. 

Include required information, 
lacks a hypothesis and 
scholarly plan. 

Lacks required information, 
lacks a hypothesis and 
scholarly plan. 

25 
 

Presentation 
content and 
research 
outcomes 

Student scholarship was 
conducted properly with 
appropriate controls, data 
analyzed and interpreted 
appropriately, made appropriate 
conclusions that address the 
hypothesis, limitation and sources 
or error noted, and strong 
research outcomes clearly 
presented. 

Student scholarship was 
conducted properly with 
appropriate controls, generally 
data analyzed and interpreted 
appropriately, made appropriate 
conclusions, limitation and 
sources or error noted, and 
good research outcomes 
presented. 

Student scholarship was 
conducted properly with 
appropriate controls, data 
generally analyzed and 
interpreted appropriately, 
made appropriate 
conclusions, limitation and 
sources or error noted, and 
marginal research outcomes 
presented. 

Student scholarship was not 
conducted properly with 
appropriate controls, 
generally data analyzed and 
interpreted appropriately, 
made appropriate 
conclusions, no limitation 
and sources or error noted, 
and no research outcomes 
presented. 

30 

 

Presentation 
delivery 

Clear organization of material 
presented; oral presentation easy 
to hear and understand. 

Mostly clear organization of 
material presented; oral 
presentation easy to hear and 
understand. 

Some disorganization of 
material presented; oral 
presentation easy to hear. 

Disorganized material; oral 
presentation difficult to hear. 10 

 

Answering 
questions 

Answered all questions clearly 
and fully. 

Answered most questions 
clearly and fully. 

Answered most questions; 
though perhaps not clearly 
and fully. 

Failed to answer most 
questions; or answered 
questions incoherently. 

5 
 

Overall 
presentation 

Kept you interested the whole 
time. 

Kept you interested for ¾ of the 
time. 

Kept you interested ½ of the 
time. 

Lost you after the first few 
minutes. 5  

     100  
     Please total your score 

Additional Comments: 

 
 
 
 
Reviewer:   2018 Spokane Intercollegiate Research Conference 
  (Adapted by permission from the 2017 Murdock College Science Research Conference)  


